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I. Summary Information 
 

A. Summary of Proposal:  The Mashantucket Employment Rights Office (MERO) proposes a 
new rule to clarify the application of the shift assignment preference provisions of Title 33, 
the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal and Native American Preference Law (Preference Law). 

 
B. Due Date for Comments:  You can help shape the MERO’s regulations by commenting on the 

proposed rule. To ensure consideration, comments must be received by the MERO Director 
by 11:59 p.m. on Saturday, March 6, 2021. 

 
C. Form of Comment Submissions:  

 

1. Written comments, which are preferred, may be submitted to the MERO Director: 

• by email to uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov,  

• by fax to 860-396-6511, or  
 

mailto:uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov
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• by U.S. Mail to: 
Ursula L. Haerter, Director, MERO 
Pequot Museum  
P.O. Box 3180 
Mashantucket, CT  06338-3180.  
 

2.  Oral comments may be submitted to the MERO Director: 

• by telephone at 860-396-6508 (office) or 860-608-1409 (mobile) 

• in person with the MERO Director by appointment, or 

• during a Zoom session (see below) 
 

D. Zoom Sessions for Questions or Comments: Questions or comments may be presented to 
the MERO Director during a Zoom session. Please see, Participating in MERO Public 
Comment Opportunity Zoom Sessions, attached, for the schedule, participation instructions, 
and the availability of paid administrative leave for preference individuals to attend. 
 

E. Reference Number:  The proposed rule reference number, which must appear on any 
submitted written comment, is MERO-PR2021-001-T33. 

 
F. Publication of Comments: All timely filed comments, including oral comments as 

summarized by the MERO Director, will be addressed in the final rule and published on the 
MERO website for a period of at least 30 days after a final rule is posted. When you provide 
your comments to the MERO Director, you may request that the MERO not publish your 
name and other personally identifiable information. 

 
G. Contact:  For further information, contact the MERO Director, Ursula L. Haerter, at 

uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov, 860-396-6508 (office), or 860-608-1409 (mobile). An appointment 
is required to meet in person. 

 
II. Background Information: 
 

A. Preference Law Shift Assignment Preference Provisions 
 

Generally, the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal and Native American Preference Law, Title 33, 
provides for preference in employment opportunities on the Mashantucket Pequot 
Reservation for eligible Tribal family members and Native Americans who meet the 
minimum necessary qualifications of the positions. The Preference Law differs with respect 
to both preference eligibility and benefits depending on whether the employer is the 
Mashantucket Pequot Tribe or a Non-Tribal business. The classifications receiving preference 
and the available benefits are broader when the Tribe is the employer.   
 
One benefit required to be provided by the Tribe that is not available from Non-Tribal 
employers is preference in shift assignments. The shift assignment preference benefit is 
provided to Tribal members, Spouses of Tribal members and Adopted Children of Tribal 

mailto:uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov
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members.1 Preference is tiered, with Tribal Members receiving first preference, and Spouses 
and Adopted Children receiving second preference. Shift assignment preference is not 
available to a Native American who is not a member of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe or 
the Spouse or Adopted Child of a Tribal member. 
 
The findings in the Preference Law provide, in part: 

 

In order to foster and advance its culture, mission, and laws, it is important to 
support the preservation and development of tribal families including Tribal Member 
Spouses and Adopted Children. Providing preference in employment opportunities to 
Tribal Members, their Spouses and Adopted Children furthers the important goal of 
preserving tribal families by promoting the economic well being (sic) of the tribal 
family and assuring that all family members can share in the benefits and 
responsibilities of tribal employment.  
33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 2(d) 

 
With respect to shift assignment preference, the law provides, in part: 
 

Additional Preference; Tribe as Employer. In addition to any other preference 
provided herein or by practice or policy, when the Tribe is the Employer, it shall 
provide to Tribal Members and Spouses and Adopted Children of Tribal 
Members…preference in Shift Assignments. 
33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 5(d) 

 
“Shift Assignments” is defined in the law as follows:  

 

"Shift Assignments" shall mean those shift assignment opportunities resulting from 
an open position, or those opportunities to maintain a shift assignment during shift 
reassignments. 
33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 4(n) 

 
B. The MERO’s Application of the Shift Assignment Preference Provisions 

 
The MERO’s application of the shift assignment preference provisions of the law is reflected 
in the following MERO guidance:2 
 

What is shift preference? Shift preference is required to be provided to Tribal 
Members and Spouses/Adopted Children for open positions and to maintain shift 
assignments during reassignments, but is not intended to displace employees or 
provide preference for work schedules. 

 

See Guide for Tribal Employers re: Rights of Preference Eligible Individuals, MERO 
Form 33-5306. 

 

                                                 
1  The definitions of the preference eligible categories may be found at 33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1, § 4 (t), Tribal Member, § 
4 (p), Spouse, and § 4 (a), Adopted Child. 
 
2  The MERO has periodically used the term “shift preference” to refer to “shift assignment preference.” 
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The most extensive analysis by the MERO of the shift assignment preference provisions 
appears in the final decision in MERO Case No. 2016-33043, at pgs. 12-14, excerpted as 
follows: 
 

The potential pool of what may be considered “shift assignments” is delimited by the 
express words in the law; specifically, shift assignments for which preference is 
required to be afforded may only be one of the following two types, “those shift 
assignment opportunities resulting from an open position or those opportunities to 
maintain a shift assignment during shift reassignments.” 33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 4(n)  The 
language represents two distinct opportunities under different circumstances.     
 

To “maintain” a shift assignment during shift reassignments would allow a preference 
eligible employee to preserve his or her existing shift assignment.   The preference 
eligible employee would be able to keep the status quo, rather than being at risk of 
losing any gains that had been made up to that point in time.  Reading the clause in 
the context of the entire provision, “shift reassignments” must refer to a situation 
where there is no open position, because open positions are separately addressed.  
Therefore, in a situation where there are no open positions and shifts are reassigned, 
Tribal members and their spouses have preference to keep their existing shifts. 
[footnote omitted] In this way, non-preference employees may not choose to 
displace a preference eligible employee from his or her existing shift.  Similarly, 
employees who are not preference eligible and who have achieved a favorable shift 
by virtue of long tenure or other factors are not at risk of having a preference eligible 
employee choose their shifts and cause them to be moved to less favorable shifts.  
Such a reading reflects the balance of rights reflected in Title 33 by affording 
preference eligible employees a tangible benefit without creating adverse 
circumstances for non-preference employees that may cause valued employees to 
leave employment.     
 

The definition also provides for “shift assignment opportunities resulting from an 
open position.” 33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 4(n) In contrast to the reassignment clause that 
allows preference eligible employees to maintain the status quo, the “open position” 
clause affords preference to eligible employees who may wish to move to a shift 
considered more favorable that is associated with the open position.  Claimant gave 
an example in her testimony, explaining that when an opening arose among massage 
therapists under her supervision, the massage therapists were afforded the 
opportunity to change their shifts.  Under these circumstances, any preference 
eligible massage therapists would have received preference for the open shift.  Once 
all the existing employees have completed their selections, the shift that was not 
selected would be associated with the open position.    
 
Preference eligible employees do not receive additional preference for work 
schedules.  For example, if the only massage therapist who works shift X is on 
vacation, the employee’s absence on the work schedule does not create an “open 
position.”   A temporary absent [sic] reflected on a work schedule is not equivalent to 
a vacant position. To find otherwise would create an undue burden on the Tribe. 
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[text omitted] 
 

Accordingly, the MERO is not persuaded by Claimant’s contention that any time an 
employee is absent, there is a shift “forfeiture” that results in an “open position” 
preference opportunity. [footnote omitted] A temporary absence does not create an 
“open position” under the Preference Law that could be a shift assignment 
preference opportunity. Such modifications in work hours that may occur constitute 
changes to work schedules and do not change employees’ regular shifts.     
 

Claimant’s alternative argument is that every open position creates a “standing open 
shift assignment.” An open position certainly may create an open shift opportunity.  
Every open position, however, does not result in a shift assignment opportunity for 
which preference may be asserted.  Shift assignment opportunities generally exist 
where there are multiple positions that are interchangeable. [footnote omitted] 
There may be factors that preclude positions from being interchangeable, such as 
particular skill sets or licensing requirements.  For example, if an opening results from 
the departure of a massage therapist, those who are not licensed massage therapists 
would not be eligible to be considered for the open shift.    

 
C. Shift Assignment Preference and Collective Bargaining  

 

Both the Preference Law and the Mashantucket Pequot Labor Relations Law recognize that 
rights afforded under the Preference Law may not be compromised through collective 
bargaining or by the terms of a collective bargaining agreement. 
 
The Preference Law provides, in part: 
 

Collective Bargaining Agreement. Every collective bargaining agreement covering 
Employees on the Reservation must be in compliance with the preference 
requirements of this Law. 
33 M.P.T.L. ch 1. § 5(i) 

 
The Tribe’s Labor Relations Law provides, in part: 
 

Tribal and Native American Preference. Pursuant to the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal 
and Native American Preference Law, 33 M.P.T.L., Tribal Employers are required to 
give certain preferences in employment to Tribal Members, their spouses and 
adopted children and Native Americans. Nothing contained in this Law shall be 
construed to require or permit a Tribal Employer to bargain concerning the 
requirements imposed upon employers pursuant to Tribal law regarding Tribal and 
Native American preference, or shall in any way affect a Tribal Employer’s obligation 
to follow Tribal law, policies or custom and traditions regarding Tribal and Native 
American preference in employment. In the event of a conflict between the Tribal 
law regarding Tribal and Native American preference and this Law, the Tribal law on 
Tribal and Native American preference shall govern. 
32 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 9(d) 
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III. Developing a Rule: 
 

A. Purpose:  This rule shall interpret provisions of the Preference Law, as amended, relating to 
shift assignment preference.3 

 
Confusion about applying the shift assignment preference provisions has been evident to the 
MERO through questions from various interests over time. Historically, the MERO has 
declined to issue general guidance due to a concern that a lack of factual information upon 
which to base its interpretation may result in unintended consequences for preference 
employees, non-preference employees and Tribal employers. Since the first MERO claim was 
filed in 2009, few MERO claims have implicated any aspect of shift assignment preference; 
therefore, any reliance on individual cases to develop the appropriate application of shift 
assignment preference has had limited effect. 
 
For the above reasons, the MERO has determined that establishing a rule with respect to the 
application of the Preference Law’s shift assignment preference provisions after the public 
has had an opportunity to offer feedback is the best means of providing clear guidance for 
all those affected. 

 
B. Authority:   This proposed rule is issued under the authority vested in the MERO by Title 31, 

the Mashantucket Employment Rights Law, and Title 33, the Tribal and Native American 
Preference Law.  

 
C. Comment Period:  Notice of the proposed rule and an opportunity to comment of not less 

than thirty (30) calendar days will be provided the public. 
 

D. Form of Comment Submissions:  
 

1. Written comments, which are preferred, may be submitted to the MERO Director: 

• by email to uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov,  

• by fax to 860-396-6511, or  

• by U.S. Mail to: 
Ursula L. Haerter, Director, MERO 
Pequot Museum  
P.O. Box 3180 
Mashantucket, CT  06338-3180.  
 

2.  Oral comments may be submitted to the MERO Director: 

• by telephone at 860-396-6508 (office) or 860-608-1409 (mobile) 

• in person with the MERO Director by appointment, or 

• during a scheduled Zoom session. Please see, Participating in MERO Public 
Comment Opportunity Zoom Sessions, attached. 

                                                 
3  As of this writing, the Preference Law was most recently amended June 27, 2018. 

mailto:uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov
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• Important:  Paid administrative leave is available for preference individuals to 
attend up to two (2) Zoom sessions.  Please see, Participating in MERO Public 
Comment Opportunity Zoom Sessions, attached.  

• Important:  Unless you inform the MERO Director that you are offering oral 
comments for consideration, any remarks will not be considered oral comments 
and you will be expected to submit in writing any comments you wish to have 
considered.  

 
E. Publication of Comments: All timely filed comments, including oral comments as 

summarized by the MERO Director, will be addressed in the final rule and published on the 
MERO website for a period of at least 30 days after a final rule is posted.  
 
Important:  When you provide your comments, you may request that the MERO not publish 
your name and other personally identifiable information. If the MERO Director does not 
receive a timely request to omit personally identifiable information, your comments may be 
published with any personally identifiable information included in the submission. 

 
F. Effective Date:  The effective date shall be thirty (30) days after the date of publication of 

the final regulation. 
 

G. Severability:  Should any part of the rule be invalidated by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
the invalidated part shall be severed and the remaining parts shall remain in full force and 
effect. 

 
H. Headings & Numbering:  Headings identify the topic of the section and, where applicable, 

the section or subsection of the Preference Law addressed.  Except for those provisions 
applicable generally or to more than one section, the numbering of each rule provision 
identifies the section or subsection of the Preference Law that it interprets, followed by 
sequential numbering of rule provisions applicable to that section or subsection of the law.   

 
IV. Proposed Rule: 
 
The MERO proposes the following rule regarding the application of shift assignment preference: 
 

A. Definitions:  
 

In addition to the definitions found in 33 M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 4, the following definitions shall apply 
for purposes of shift assignment preference: 
 
33-1-4-1  “Employment classification” means the employment status category to which a 
position is designated for purposes of work hours and benefits. 
 
33-1-4-2 “Open position” means an unoccupied position the employer is seeking to fill or an 
unoccupied position associated with an open shift assignment. 
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33-1-4-3 “Preference employee” means an employee who is a Tribal member, or a Spouse or 
Adopted Child of a Tribal member. 
 
33-1-4-4 “Shift” means a designated block of working time of not less than four (4) 
consecutive hours, defined by a start and end time, to which work schedules are attributed.  
 
33-1-4-5 “Shift assignment” means the shift and any parameters associated with the shift, 
which may include, without limitation, work days, work hours, work locations, days off and work 
assignments, collectively the shift assignment elements.  
 
33-1-4-6 “Shift reassignment” or “shift rebid” means a realignment of shift assignments on a 
group basis. 
 
33-1-4-7 “Work schedule” means the assigned hours of work an employee is expected to be 
on the job. Work schedules are generally determined in advance for set periods of time and 
attributed to a shift.   

 
B. Preference in Shift Assignments: 

 
33-1-5(d)-1  Preference for Open Position Shift Assignments. 
 

33-1-5(d)-1(a) A shift assignment preference opportunity exists when an open position 
offers any shift assignment elements that differ from the current shift assignment of a 
preference employee.  

   
33-1-5(d)-1(b) An open position must be considered as a shift assignment preference 
opportunity before it is considered as an employment opportunity pursuant to 33 
M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 5.  
 
33-1-5(d)-1(c) Preference employees must be notified of any shift assignment preference 
opportunity and advised of any requirements to be considered.  
 
33-1-5(d)-1(d)  Structural or other barriers to open position opportunities are not 
permitted.   

 
33-1-5(d)-2  Preference to maintain a shift assignment during a shift rebid. 
 

33-1-5(d)-2(a)  If a shift rebid results in no change to the elements of a preference 
employee’s current shift assignment, the preference employee may exercise their 
preference to maintain their current shift assignment.  

 
33-1-5(d)-2(b)  If a shift rebid modifies or eliminates a preference employee’s current 
shift assignment, the preference employee may exercise their preference to select an 
alternative shift assignment that is comparable to their current shift assignment.   
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33-1-5(d)-2(c)  Structural or other barriers to shift assignment opportunities related to 
shift reassignments or rebids are not permitted.   
 

33-1-5(d)-3  Exceptions to shift assignment preference. 
 

33-1-5(d)-3(a)  If there are minimum necessary qualifications associated with a shift 
assignment that the preference employee does not meet, the preference employee is 
not eligible for the shift assignment. 

 
33-1-5(d)-3(b)  Shift assignment preference does not apply to temporary opportunities of 
four (4) weeks (160 hours) or less annually, or for work schedules. 
 
33-1-5(d)-3(c)  Shift assignment preference does not apply to employment classification 
changes.    
 
33-1-5(d)-3(d)  A preference employee may elect not to exercise their preference for a 
shift assignment. 

 
C. Collective Bargaining Agreement: 

 
33-1-5(i)-1 Shift Assignment Preference in Collective Bargaining. 
 

33-1-5(i)-1(a)  Any shift assignment preference provided by law or regulation must be 
afforded preference employees prior to administration of any collectively bargained 
rights relating to shift assignments. 

 
33-1-5(i)-1(b)  The administration of any collectively bargained rights must be consistent 
with the administration of shift assignment preference, including the scope.   

 
V. Examples and Comments Regarding Application of the Rule: 
 
For purposes of providing examples, the following sample Shift Assignments are referenced: 
 

Shift 
Assignment 

Employment 
Classification 

Shift Work 
Days 

Days Off Start 
time 

Work 
Location 

Work 
Assignment 

A  (Day) F/T 8am-4pm M-F Sat/Sun 8 am X J 

B  (Eve) F/T 4pm-12am W-Sun Mon/Tues 6 pm Z L 

C  (Night) F/T 11pm-7am Th-M Tues/Wed 11 pm X J 

D  (Day) P/T 8am-4pm M-F Sat/Sun 8 am X J 

E  (Day) P/T 8am-4pm Tu-Sat Sun/Mon 9 am X J 

F  (Day) P/T 8am-4pm Th-M Tues/Wed 10 am X J 

G  (Day) P/T 8am-4pm Th-M Tues/Wed 10 am Y K 

H  (Eve) P/T 4pm-12am W-Sun Mon/Tues 6 pm Y K 

I  (Eve) P/T 4pm-12am Th-M Tues/Wed 8 pm Z L 
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A. Definitions:  
 

33-1-4-3 “Preference employee” means an employee who is a Tribal member, or a 
Spouse or Adopted Child of a Tribal member. 
 
Comment:  The definitions set forth in the rule apply only to shift assignment preference. 
Only Tribal members, Spouses and Adopted Children of Tribal members are eligible for 
shift assignment preference under Title 33 so the definition of a preference employee is 
limited accordingly.  Nothing in the proposed rule changes the preference hierarchy in 
the law; therefore, Tribal members receive first preference, while Spouses and Adopted 
Children receive second tier preference. 

 
B. 33-1-5(d)-1  Preference for Open Position Shift Assignments. 
 

33-1-5(d)-1(a)  A shift assignment preference opportunity exists when an open position 
offers any shift assignment elements that differ from the current shift assignment of a 
preference employee.  
 
Example:  An employee with Shift Assignment A leaves employment. The employer does 
not intend to fill the unoccupied position, but intends to fill the Shift Assignment A 
opening resulting from the employee’s departure. The open position is a shift 
assignment preference opportunity for employees with the same employment 
classification (full-time), in this case Shift Assignment B and C preference employees.    
 
Comment:  Per Section 33-1-5(d)-3(c) of the proposed rule, Shift Assignment D, E, F, G, H, 
and I preference employees would not be eligible to be considered for the opportunity 
because they have a different employment classification, part-time. If no Shift 
Assignment B or C preference employees are interested, the opportunity may be opened 
to Shift Assignment B and C non-preference employees. 

   
33-1-5(d)-1(b) An open position must be considered as a shift assignment preference 
opportunity before it is considered as an employment opportunity pursuant to 33 
M.P.T.L. ch. 1 § 5.  
 
Example:  The employer intends to fill the position vacated by the Shift Assignment A 
employee. First, the employer would follow the process set forth in the Comment to 33-
1-5(d)-1(a), above, affording shift assignment preference. The remaining open position, 
with its associated shift assignment, is an employment opportunity for all preference 
categories (Tribal member, Spouse, Adopted Child and Native American) within any 
employment classification. The preference employment opportunity may be for transfer, 
promotion or hire.   

 
Comment:  Shift assignment preference is afforded only to the top two tiers of 
preference eligible employees and must be applied prior to considering the opportunity 
as an employment opportunity that would be open to all preference tiers. 
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33-1-5(d)-1(c) Preference employees must be notified of any shift assignment preference 
opportunity and advised of any requirements to be considered.  

 
Example:  Shift Assignment H becomes available due to the departure of an employee. 
Part-time preference employees with Shift Assignments D, E, F, G, and I must be 
informed of the open shift assignment and advised of any requirements to apply for the 
shift assignment, if applicable. 
 
Comment:  Notification to preference employees may occur on an individual or group 
basis. 

   
33-1-5(d)-1(d)  Structural or other barriers to open position opportunities are not 
permitted.   
 
Example 1:  Shift Assignment B becomes available a week before a planned rebid. Shift 
Assignment B must be filled in accordance with the open position shift assignment 
preference requirements and may not be included in the rebid. Any additional Shift 
Assignment opportunities resulting from filling Shift Assignment B must also be filled as 
open shift assignment preference opportunities. 
 
Example 2: A department has available a Shift Assignment B and a Shift Assignment C 
opportunity. The department fills Shift Assignment C with a preference employee prior 
to making the Shift Assignment B opportunity available. The preference employee who 
received Shift Assignment C may not be barred by policy or otherwise from applying for 
Shift Assignment B. 
 
Comment: Artificial limitations on preference employee mobility contravene the 
requirements of the Preference Law. 

 
C. 33-1-5(d)-2  Preference to maintain a shift assignment during a shift rebid. 

 
33-1-5(d)-2(a)  If a shift rebid results in no change to the elements of a preference 
employee’s current shift assignment, the preference employee may exercise their 
preference to maintain their current shift assignment.  
 
Example:  A preference employee is assigned to Shift Assignment D. If the rebid results in 
no change to Shift Assignment D, the preference employee may assert preference to 
maintain Shift Assignment D. 
 
33-1-5(d)-2(b)  If a shift rebid modifies or eliminates a preference employee’s current 
shift assignment, the preference employee may exercise their preference to select an 
alternative shift assignment that is comparable to their current shift assignment.   
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Example 1:  A part-time preference employee is assigned to Shift Assignment D, which is 
on the Day Shift. The rebid eliminates Shift Assignment D, but retains Shift Assignments 
A, B, E, F, G, H, and I.  The preference employee would be eligible for Shift Assignments E, 
F or G, unless an exception under proposed rule 33-1-5(d)-3 applies.   
 
Comment 1:  Per Section 33-1-5(d)-3(c) of the proposed rule, the part-time preference 
employee would not be eligible for Shift Assignments A or B, which are a different 
employment classification (full-time). The Day Shift preference employee would not be 
eligible for Shift Assignments H or I, because they are associated with a different shift, 
the Evening Shift. In addition, the employee may not be eligible for Shift Assignment G if 
the different work location and/or work assignment affects eligibility under proposed 
provision 33-1-5(d)-3(a). 
 
Example 2:  The scenario is the same as Example 1 and the minimum necessary 
qualifications for Shift Assignment G are no different than E and F. Work location and 
work assignment do not affect an employee’s retention or advancement.  The 
preference employee may choose Shift Assignment E, F or G, based on their individual 
circumstances.  Since the only distinctions between F and G are factors that do not affect 
retention or advancement (in this case work location and work assignment), if the 
preference employee selects Shift Assignment F, the employer may unilaterally 
substitute Shift Assignment G. 
 
Comment 2: When determining if one shift assignment is comparable to another, 
elements that do not affect the employee’s retention or advancement are not required 
to be considered. Comparability is subjective. 
 
Example 3:  The scenario is the same as Example 1 and the minimum necessary 
qualifications for Shift Assignment G are no different than E and F. Work location and 
work assignment affect an employee’s retention or advancement, because the average 
income earned in Shift Assignment G is substantially higher than the average income 
earned in Shift Assignment F.  The preference employee may choose Shift Assignment E, 
F or G, based on their individual circumstances.   
 
Comment 3: Comparability is subjective.  Due to the employee’s personal circumstances, 
the preference employee may value the days off and start time of Shift Assignment E 
more than the potential additional income associated with Shift Assignment G.  
 
33-1-5(d)-2(c)  Structural or other barriers to shift assignment opportunities related to 
shift reassignments or rebids are not permitted.   
 
Example 1:  Employees in Shift Assignment B averaged five (5) years of seniority when 
they first achieved Shift Assignment B; therefore, the employer establishes a minimum 
necessary qualification of five (5) years of seniority to be eligible for Shift Assignment B.  
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Comment 1:  The average seniority of employees who achieve a certain shift assignment, 
in and of itself, is not a well-founded basis for a minimum necessary qualification; 
therefore, the employer’s reliance on a minimum necessary qualification of five (5) years 
of experience would not satisfy the exception of proposed rule 33-1-5(d)-3(a) and would 
be an impermissible barrier to the exercise of preference. 

 
Example 2:  The employer, which has historically operated primarily with eight (8) hour 
shifts, changes all shifts to four (4) hour shifts without any appreciable changes in 
operations otherwise. 
 
Example 3:  The employer conducts a rebid that is not required by operational needs, 
which results in preference employees receiving shift assignments considered less 
favorable. 
 
Comment to Examples 2 and 3:  Structural changes not substantiated by business 
considerations that effectively limit a preference employee’s exercise of shift assignment 
preference or adversely affect preference employees may be considered an 
impermissible barrier to the exercise of preference.  

 
D. 33-1-5(d)-3  Exceptions to shift assignment preference 

 
33-1-5(d)-3(a)  If there are minimum necessary qualifications associated with a shift 
assignment that the preference employee does not meet, the preference employee is 
not eligible for the shift assignment. 
 
Example 1:  It is well-established that working the night hours of Shift Assignment C 
requires a specific skill set that is not required during other work hours. Any preference 
employees who do not possess the required skill set would not be eligible for preference 
for Shift Assignment C if it was open or associated with a rebid. 
 
Example 2:  An element of Shift Assignments B and I is a work assignment that requires a 
specific license.  Any preference employees who do not possess the required license 
would not be eligible for preference for those Shift Assignments if they were open or 
associated with a rebid. 
 
Comment:  Factors that may be considered minimum necessary qualifications must be 
well-founded. 

 
33-1-5(d)-3(b)  Shift assignment preference does not apply to temporary opportunities of 
four (4) weeks (160 hours) or less annually, or for work schedules. 
 
Example 1:  A Shift Assignment A employee is absent for three (3) weeks on a medical 
leave. Preference is not required to be afforded in filling the shift assignment on a 
temporary basis.  
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Comment 1:  The temporary position exclusion from preference may be found at RPI 33-
0903.   
 
Example 2:  Only one employee is assigned to Shift Assignment F.  The employee’s short 
term absences do not give rise to shift assignment preference opportunities.   
 
Comment 2: Preference is not required to be afforded in filling temporary positions 
resulting from circumstances such as vacations, holdovers, or unintended short staffing, 
which require work schedule adjustments to ensure coverage. 

 
33-1-5(d)-3(c)  Shift assignment preference does not apply to employment classification 
changes.    
 
Example:  The departure of an employee creates a Shift Assignment A full-time 
opportunity. Full-time Shift Assignment B and C preference employees would be eligible 
for Shift Assignment A preference. 
 
Comment:  Preference employees who do not have a full-time employment classification 
including those with Shift Assignments D, E, F, G and H, are not eligible for Shift 
Assignment A, because they are not classified as full-time employees. Other ineligible 
preference employees would include those who are classified as casual or temporary 
employees. 
 
33-1-5(d)-3(d)  A preference employee may elect not to exercise their preference for a 
shift assignment. 
 
Example:  During a rebid, Shift Assignment D, held by a preference employee, is 
eliminated. The preference employee may voluntarily elect not to exercise their 
preference to obtain a comparable shift assignment available in the rebid and instead 
receive whatever assignment is available without the exercise of preference. 

 
E. 33-1-5(i)-1  Shift Assignment Preference in Collective Bargaining 
 

33-1-5(i)-1(a)  Any shift assignment preference provided by law or regulation must be 
afforded eligible preference employees prior to administration of any collectively 
bargained rights relating to shift assignments. 

 
Example:  Employees affected by a rebid are bargaining unit employees with a collective 
bargaining agreement in effect.  The collective bargaining agreement provides for 
selection priority in rebids by seniority. The only preference employee is a Shift 
Assignment A employee. Shift Assignment A is eliminated in the rebid.  The preference 
employee is provided the opportunity to select a comparable shift assignment prior to 
other shift assignments being distributed to non-preference employees by seniority. 
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Comment:  During a rebid, the appropriate placement of preference employees must be 
determined before new shift assignments are finalized for employees pursuant to any 
distribution system established through collective bargaining. 

 
33-1-5(i)-1(b)  The administration of any collectively bargained rights must be consistent 
with the administration of shift assignment preference, including the scope.   
 
Example 1:  An employee with Shift Assignment A leaves employment. The employer 
intends to fill the unoccupied position. Departments P and Q include preference and 
non-preference employees who may be eligible to be considered for Shift Assignment 
preference. Initially, only Department P employees are considered. The open position is 
a shift assignment preference opportunity for Shift Assignment B and C preference 
employees in Department P.    
 
Comment 1:  Once a determination is made that no Shift Assignment B or C preference 
employees in Department P are interested in the opportunity, the opportunity may be 
opened to Shift Assignment B and C non-preference employees in Department P.  
Consideration may not be limited to Department P preference employees and then 
opened to Departments P and Q non-preference employees, thereby giving Department 
Q non-preference employees priority over Department Q preference employees. 
 
Example 2: An employee with Shift Assignment A leaves employment. The employer 
intends to fill the unoccupied position. There are no preference employees in 
Department P and several preference employees in Department Q. Department P 
employees may not be considered for the opportunity first, but Department Q 
employees may be considered for the opportunity first.    
 
Comment 2:  The shift preference opportunity may not be opened to a group that does 
not include preference employees, when there are preference employees within a group 
of employees who would also be eligible for the opportunity. Considering only 
Department P employees under these circumstances would be considered an 
impermissible preference barrier under proposed provision 33-1-5(d)-1(d).    
 

 

Ursula L. Haerter, MERO Director 

February 4, 2021. 

 
 

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank.] 
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Mashantucket Pequot  

Tribal Nation 

 

MASHANTUCKET EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS OFFICE  
 

Participating in MERO Public Comment Opportunity  
Zoom Sessions  
 

Below is general information about participating in the MERO’s Public Comment Opportunity 
Zoom sessions, followed by information about the sessions offered for an identified initiative. 
 

Video Platform: 
 

The MERO has chosen the platform Zoom for remote video hearings, which will be hosted by the MERO.  

The costs associated with the use of Zoom will be borne by the MERO. Zoom is a third-party platform; 

therefore, sessions conducted via Zoom are subject to Zoom’s terms and policies. Additional information 

about Zoom may be obtained at https://zoom.us.  

Participating in a MERO Zoom session: 
 

I. Those who do not have access to email, please contact the MERO at 860-396-6508. 
 

II. For those with access to email, please follow these steps: 
 

1.  Select the session you wish to attend from the list provided and click on the link 
(underlined) next to the session date and time. 
 

2. Complete the registration form. Click submit. 
 

3. After you submit the registration form, you will receive a “Meeting Registration Approved” 
notification. Shortly thereafter you will also receive an email with information for 
participating in the selected Zoom session by computer, mobile device or telephone, 
including a session-specific link. You may register for and attend any number of sessions.  
 

4. If you wish to schedule a practice meeting to make sure you are comfortable with Zoom, 
please contact the MERO (860-396-6508). The MERO will not have the opportunity to help 
you troubleshoot technical problems during a session.  
 

5. The Zoom session waiting room will be open about 15 minutes prior to the start of the 
session. Please join the selected Zoom session a few minutes before it is scheduled to begin 
and you will be placed in the waiting room. While in the waiting room, you may wish to test 
your microphone and speaker. 
 

6. As the host, the MERO will use certain features of Zoom during the session to allow for full 
and orderly participation. Please join the session timely to learn what features will be used 
during the session you are attending. Some of the features that may be used are: 

 

a. Chat feature – The private chat feature may be disabled, so that any chat message 
will be seen by all participants. 

 

b. Breakout Rooms – Breakout rooms allow for private discussions among those who 
are in a designated breakout room. Upon request, the MERO Director may permit 
certain session participants to use breakout rooms for private discussions.   

 

c. Mute – To help preserve the quality of the sound and ensure orderly participation, 
participants may be asked to mute themselves when they are not speaking or may 
be muted by the MERO Director.   

https://zoom.us/
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Title: 

PROPOSED TITLE 33 RULE RE SHIFT ASSIGNMENT PREFERENCE  
MERO Reference No. 

MERO-PR2021-001-T33 
Subject Matter of Zoom Sessions: 

MERO proposed rule/regulation under the Preference Law addressing shift assignment 
preference provided by the Tribe for Tribal members (1st preference), and Spouses and 
Adopted Children of Tribal members (2nd preference).   

 

How does the proposed rule clarify shift assignment preference?  

The law provides preference for shift assignments, which are opportunities resulting from an 

open position and opportunities to maintain a shift during a rebid. The proposed rule clarifies 

the shift assignment preference benefits by defining terms and explaining how shift 

assignment preference should be applied for open positions and during rebids.  
•  

Subject Matter is: 

  Proposed Amendment to Law      Proposed MERO Regulation 

  Other: ______________________________________________ 

Length of each session: 

1 hour 
Is registration required? 
 

  Yes       No 
Are the sessions open to the public? 

  Yes       No 

Will the session be recorded by the MERO? 

  Yes       No 

Purpose of Zoom sessions: 

During each Zoom session you choose to attend, you may: 

1. Ask the MERO Director questions related to the proposed rule.  
 

2. Offer the MERO Director your views about the proposed rule (your remarks will not be 
considered official oral comments unless you tell the Director when you make your remarks 
that they should be accepted as official oral comments) 

 

3. Educate the MERO Director about the subject matter of the proposed rule. 
 

Dates and times that Zoom sessions will be conducted by the MERO Director are below. Click on the link to 

register for your preferred session. You may register for as many sessions as you plan to attend.  

• Tuesday February 9, 2021, 10:00 a.m.   
         https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcsceyhrjMjHtcmsDfo5WylH1_1Qm-qzxTZ  
 

• Friday, February 12, 2021, 1:00 p.m. 
  https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIuf-iqrjIrE9HIYXeDHLsNAd3-J3Xd4fHG  
 

• Thursday, February 18, 2021, 6:00 p.m. 
         https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZErceugpzkuHdIgal67cusOXyc6ZX1P7EJF  

 

• Saturday, February 20, 2021, 1:00 p.m. 
  https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEqc-qhrDkoHNNsnYXHG2byYlqnTQ09Y9W9  
 

• Sunday, February 21, 2021, 2:00 p.m. 
 https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYkcuyrqjoiGdIbOX-4rzamyDf3-hvy8k9m  
 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcsceyhrjMjHtcmsDfo5WylH1_1Qm-qzxTZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIuf-iqrjIrE9HIYXeDHLsNAd3-J3Xd4fHG
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZErceugpzkuHdIgal67cusOXyc6ZX1P7EJF
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEqc-qhrDkoHNNsnYXHG2byYlqnTQ09Y9W9
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYkcuyrqjoiGdIbOX-4rzamyDf3-hvy8k9m
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• Monday, February 22, 2021, 8:00 p.m. 
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUrc-ugqjssGdRfx4eucnCgVA9NETfkT4bL  
 

• Wednesday, February 24, 2021, 11:00 a.m. 
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEuf-qqqz4qH9V4OmzjY21FNdQfEwH7UB1b  
 

• Saturday, February 27, 2021, 10:00 a.m. 
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0tf-ytrDsjGtThkSDN1NzZ5TxTmmJOKaQN  
 

• Sunday, February 28, 2021, 5:00 p.m. 
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcrdOusrj0jGN2uzYpoWqSt2kZkGlRVJL49  
 

• Tuesday, March 2, 2021, 4:00 p.m.   
       https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEsdO2uqTwsHNEwao4XK1ThqrOGUhXXc03Z    

 

 
The MERO does not anticipate adding sessions.  If additional sessions are offered, they will be 
publicized in the News and Updates section of the MERO website, accessible through 
www.mptnlaw.com, and through Pequot-at-Home. 
 
Paid administrative leave (PAL) is available for Tribal members, Spouses and Adopted Children of 
Tribal members, and Native Americans, for attendance at up to two (2) scheduled Zoom sessions. 
Attendees are eligible for one hour of PAL for each session attended from beginning to end. 
 
Any questions may be addressed to the MERO Director by email at uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov, or 
telephone at 860-396-6508 (Office), or 860-608-1409 (Mobile). 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUrc-ugqjssGdRfx4eucnCgVA9NETfkT4bL
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEuf-qqqz4qH9V4OmzjY21FNdQfEwH7UB1b
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0tf-ytrDsjGtThkSDN1NzZ5TxTmmJOKaQN
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcrdOusrj0jGN2uzYpoWqSt2kZkGlRVJL49
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEsdO2uqTwsHNEwao4XK1ThqrOGUhXXc03Z
http://www.mptnlaw.com/
mailto:uhaerter@mptn-nsn.gov

